Great to have this table. If possible, it's nice to have a little more summarised information (MAGT, elevation etc.) instead of just location. I think similar table will be ideal that authors' published in other paper (table 1: Ji Chen, Lin Zhao, Yu Sheng, Jing Li, Xiao-dong Wu, Er-ji Du, Guang-yue Liu & Qiang-qiang Pang (2016) Some Characteristics of Permafrost and Its Distribution in the Gaize Area on the Qinghai—Tibet Plateau, China, Arctic, Antarctic, and Alpine Research, 48:2, 395-409, DOI: 10.1657/AAAR0014-023).

So the new table and figure 1 locations are not much good. Author needs to modify figure 1. for example, no Automatic met. station in Western Kunlun area in the table but in the figure; no XDT, TSH stations in the figure.